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Editor’s Note
We would like to acknowledge the traditional custodians of the land from which swim meet lit mag
operates, the Yugambeh people, whose land was never ceded. We pay our respects to Elders
past, present, and emerging.

Thank you for diving into our second issue. I’m very pleased to bring you this collection of work
from both Australian and international creatives. This issue is a little smaller than Issue 1,
because the first issue was so open—in theme, in possibility—and after the cycle was complete, I
had a better idea of what I wanted Issue 2 to encompass.
The visual art, poetry, and fiction within these pages may transport you to another time, place,
perspective, or experience. Some pieces are inspired by recent, real-life events, like Rae White’s
“Catch rainfall”, which responds to the recent floods that have affected the eastern coast of
Australia. Meanwhile, Juliette Salom’s “Five Hours South” is warm with the memory of the
disastrous Australian bushfires. Others take a deep dive into more niche topics, like Nick van
Buuren’s poems on the lesser-known work of British actor Hugh Grant. Miriam Webster’s
“Diving Bored” is a delightfully nostalgic slice of life tinged with mystery, reflecting the eerie
darkness of Jay Kennedy’s captivating cover art.
These are a few of the responses prompted by this issue’s theme of “Dive”. In keeping with
swim meet lit mag’s origins, “Dive” can be literally interpreted as the jumping off point before the
beginning of something—swimming, racing, or submerging oneself into something new,
something unknown. This issue’s contributors played with this idea of diving being something
figurative, and something creatives do everyday.
In a series of interviews, I asked our Australian contributors about their creative processes, and
the times they’ve taken a leap—or dive—of faith in their work. Make sure to check those out
across our socials and in any emails we send (sign up for our mailing list on our website).
Finally, this lit mag is entirely volunteer run. Donations and paid submission options are the only
thing that help us maintain our website and pay contributors. Please consider donating through
our website or submitting via a paid option when submissions reopen (Issue 3 details will be on
our submit page and at the end of this issue).
Thank you for your support. Enjoy this issue of swim meet lit mag.

Svetlana Sterlin
Founding Editor
swim meet lit mag
swim meet lit mag | Instagram | Facebook
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Beach Meditation | Scott-Patrick Mitchell

Sand holds the soaked coast. Spume, cough plastic into rock pool cloth:
seaweed phlegm, flecked orange and neon. Driftwood and the fetch of tide.
A dog leaping. Sun levitates reflection across pedestrian imprints, palimpsest
of sole, paw and claw. Gulls rest in beached kelp trench, drying to stink
breeze with undertow. A leaf, half-buried, yearns to dance through blue. In
the scrub, scorched stems bend inland, turn their back on this vast dying
aqua god. UV is a clock, tanning our skin. Paint us sunset. Hear sea shanty
cupped in wave’s sigh & length. Write poem from cuttlebone & bluebottle,
from brine and net. Inscribe beach with stanza, shell, moon snail, sea glass
glint. An engine that is never-still. Tidal tongue, lap shoreline smooth. Bring
deep into breath. Inside self, blood braces for the chill. Let us bathe these
bodies, dive into the danger of rip and floor falling away into drowned
canyon. Let us wash off world and knowing. Our hands are not big enough,
yet still we yearn to stroke. This leviathan cannot empty its own lung, but it
can still roar: a mouth, speaking in coral & whale song, as dog barks back.
Sky is swallowed, turns black and starless.
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Diving Bored | Miriam Webster

We were occupied that summer with redrawing our edges. Hitting the water from up high was
like discovering how a collision between you and the world might change the shape of things,
how it might reorient your desire. I was seventeen. It was only January, but already, it felt like
March.
The diving board had been there forever, though we hadn’t noticed. It was the kind of speckled
blue that belonged to birds’ eggs and stoneware, to airbrushing and swimming pools in the
1980s. It did not belong to the gorge, and where it leant over the high stone ledge, it looked
fractious and annoyed.
Once we discovered the diving board we began a dangerous game. We would ask the older boys
or one of the more aberrant mothers to buy us vodka, and then we’d get drunk and jump into
the gorge. It was less authoritarian than the swimming club, and more exciting than bombing off
the caravan park bridge.
To spring from the end was to slip into the warm air for a moment before the deep pool
spurned your intrusion with the depth of its coldness, and if you were just the right amount of
drunk the transition between temperatures sent a jolt of electricity through your body, like an
orgasm or amphetamine.
At seventeen you are almost a woman, only a girl. To be both is frustrating and tender.
Falling, I recall the sense of having an outline. I was waiting to fill myself in.
In the gorge, silence. Then, the board’s creak and stammer as we jumped, the shudder and the
spring. The weightless arc our bodies made in the sky as we threw them between states of
feeling, heat and cold, air and water, shade and light.
Our diving changed us, though not in the ways we expected to be changed.
*
Five seemed an imperfect number for our coming of age. Stevie, Alana, Sarah, Madeleine, and
me. We made an uneasy quintet.
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Diving Bored

Miriam Webster

Madeleine is the only one I remember. Her face was ugly and she annoyed me, but because of
what happened, I think about her all the time.
I remember: she stole her dad’s weed, so we kept her around.
I also remember: the sun in her hair when Harry walked off.
The gorge was out past North Beauty, the derro part of town. To get there you had to slog
through the heat for four kilometres, down a dirt track, past the tip. It stank like bin.
Some locals said the gorge was a place where bad things happened. In the 1880s some settler
families drove the local Waveroo there and poisoned them with arsenic, and this was a badly kept
secret that the Hobbs and O’Hares still tried to keep buried. In the nineties the Ciccones’ eldest
son was shot and burned there in the back of a car over a tobacco squabble with the Donatos,
but everyone thought it was drugs. The gorge was a liminal place.
We wondered who had affixed the diving board, whether it belonged to one of these ghosts.
The gorge remembered its dead through the willows that encircled the pool beneath the diving
board. There were no other willows left in the valley; Landcare ripped them out like a belated
apology to the country on behalf of early settlers who had cut down all of its gums. Afterwards,
they discovered that the willow roots had actually been holding the riverbank together, and the
valley saw its worst erosion in a century. It was typical of that part of Victoria to have its
histories so brutally twinned.
The pool with the willows was black and still; you couldn’t touch the bottom even if you tried.
In the shade it was spooky, but from the diving board the view was gorgeous. All surface,
vicissitudes of sky and cloud, heat and light, reflected in the glass.
I took my boyfriend there, which upset the wolfish girl energy of the group, though it evened
out the numbers. His name, Marcel, sounded cosmopolitan. I was desperate to get out of that
shitty little town. Already I felt that the valley, with its deep capacity for holding people, did not
wish to let me go.
Marcel was okay. He never tried to finger me without my consent, and this was more than you
could say for a lot of boys back then, who used to get us drunk in nearby paddocks. On those
nights the stars were cold and distant, and anything might happen in the dark.
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Diving Bored

Miriam Webster

Marcel was conscientious. He worried someone would drown. I told him to stop being a killjoy.
I’d done lifeguard training; I knew that if a girl was drowning the worst thing would be to stroke
out while she was flailing. Better to let her expend some of her panic and then try to save her;
that way you could hook her under the chin and drag her back to shore.
There were close calls. One time Stevie broke her collarbone. Another time I got so drunk I
almost needed an ambulance, but in the end Alana stuck her fingers down my throat to make me
spew. It could have been worse. Someone could have died.
*
Marcel’s cousin Harry from Melbourne came to stay with us. He was a couple of years older,
which gave the impression that he knew a lot more. We often felt this way in the country,
ignorant by location.
Harry was beautiful and cruel, like Dorian Gray, which we’d read in English the year before.
When you looked at Harry’s face you could see the meanness, but it was refracted and obscured
by the green of his eyes.
Marcel did not want anyone to like Harry. When we asked him why, he said, Harry’s not a great
guy.
Why?
You don’t want to know, said Marcel. But we did. We wanted to know in a way that burned, like
vodka in the throat.
We competed for his attention, debasing ourselves in ways both slutty and sweet, until it became
apparent somewhere between January and February that Harry had made his choice. I was mad
at the summer for almost being over, and madder at Madeleine for being the one.
We never thought to question why Marcel never wanted Harry, his own cousin, to be his ally
among all these rabid girls.
*
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Diving Bored

Miriam Webster

Of course I was drunk. I was too out of it to feel the chafe of the board under my feet, but the
light was thick and hazy, which meant it was March.
I thought, I’m going to remember this view for the rest of my life.
Shadow on the rocks. Towels and sandals, bottles, the bong made from a Gatorade bottle and a
bit of old hose. The colours of that country, the blue purple greens of which I am also
comprised.
Sarah, Alana and Stevie behind me; Madeleine, Harry, Marcel down below. The funny old blue
of the diving board, and the hairs on our arms all golden.
I jumped. It was the only time I ever hit the surface wrong.
There is nothing harder than water.
My skin stung where the surface grabbed me, and I thought there was something meaningful in
it, touching my hand to the place it hurt to decipher the code.
Catching my breath on the rocks I corrected myself: it was a belly whacker, not a fucking
revelation.
I also realised: Madeleine and Harry had disappeared.
*
What I saw when I found them was just a fragment; two bodies coming apart, the play of leaves
and branches, the light in her hair. Afterwards, we sobered her up, authored a narrative, and
inspected her hands for grazes.
Harry smiled and left, looking bored. Years later I realised that boredom was the secret to his
beauty.
We tried to rationalise it. Desire was a lie we told ourselves all the time, like after those nights in
dark paddocks, if we remembered them at all. Madeleine remained silent. When school went
back we lost our wild dog synchronicity, drifting apart and eventually away.
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Diving Bored

Miriam Webster

Ten years later, living in the city, I feel defined by the mood of that place, the summer we met
Harry. When we discovered the diving board, breaking ourselves over the heat of rocks and the
hardness of water in search of new forms. I recall the appearance of sky in the deep pool, all
surface. How we jumped and fell, imprinting ourselves with the passing of time, with the change
in light as it marks the end of a season, with the inevitable cruelty of men. With a certain shade
of blue that will always be a diving board, the summer we were gorgeous.
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Into the Water | Cynthia Yatchman
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Catch rainfall | Rae White

When it comes to poems
they tell me you must
know when to end them,
when to get out.
When it comes to flood
water, Council says you must know
when to leave. If it’s flooded
forget it.
Please, get out.
Meet me at the pub
on the paint-stripped balcony
with a suitcase of essentials.
They’ll be open
I’m sure of it. Water our bodies
while river swells, vomits
up forsaken once-loved
possessions.
Our schooners will be slick
with beer’s condensation.
We’ll use our empties
to catch rainfall.
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Coburg Leisure Centre | Sam Morley

Water is most of the time static
like when you get whining rainfall
searching for the right frequency
on a radio but things never clear.
Voices wobble over the wavering
film until they find what they have
come for, swaying then shrill
into the ears, a shot of liquid.
I look to what I know and it’s you
but all wet you look like a newborn
again that underbite and your jaw
stretching white in your lap lane.
I recall lying once skin to skin
that soft bread smell you had.
The voices keep tumbling over
wet concrete and thin walls.
Pools are polyglot and my eyes
are liars, fuzzing in the mist because
when they clear that swimmer that
was beautiful underwater is nothing
special when surfacing onto land.
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A Singleton’s Diary
Hamilton, New Zealand | Jacob Edwards
Trees shade a muddy half beach
alongside the Waikato River
Couples walk their dogs;
tongue tiki’ed, a ragged-furred mongrel
hurls itself into and out of the water
over and over, retrieving a tennis ball
launching for the sky in pre-splash celebration
an All Black scoring a runaway try
Shadows fall, couples split;
I walk alone now
alongside the Waikato River
and beyond, caught in that moment
where play turns into limping abandonment
ripples fade, bones ache; game over
The dog has grown weary
no thought left of diving in
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Dive | Jo Curtain
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Five Hours South | Juliette Salom

Coming home for the holidays smells like smoked ham and smoked gum trees. Death rolls in
through the windows with the wind while Mum passes me the prawns. We speak not of the fires
nor the change in the air as the bush burns far enough away for us to stay seated for the sake of
Jesus Christ.
I’m five hours south and death follows me everywhere. Between Christmas crackers with foul
jokes and useless tangles of plastic, my father grunts, it’s nice to have you all here, averting his eyes
from the empty chair at the table.
My brothers and I shuffle in our seats as Mum taps her champagne glass a little too loudly. Thank
you, boys, for coming all this way, but she can’t finish because there’s a lump in her throat where her
words should be. My eldest brother holds her bony elbow and my youngest brother looks for the
humour in the situation he always thinks is there. But neither laughter nor tears can help us now.
The dog barks from the front yard and the fires burn on the telly and my father grunts, alright, dig
in.
I pretend to like the oysters I know Mum spent too much money on. Her boys home for the
holidays and a red saver sticker on the platter of a dozen molluscs at the only supermarket in
town means daylight robbery of the worst kind. But she brought them home, brought her
remaining boys home too, and that’s more than can be said for my brothers and I. We brought
only ourselves, no children, no partners, no rings on any fingers. But for Mum and my brother’s
missing seat at the table, it’s enough. For Mum, the brother lost to the waves is enough reason
for her to still love us all the same.
The dance our fingers perform around the dinner table is enough to subsidise the silence. They
tango with the pepper, waltz with the salt, backflip the gravy and Macarena the beer. The dog
barks again and I see the annoyance flicker across my father’s face. And again, she barks, and
now he lifts from his seat, ready to bark right back, when the sound of wood crackling and wind
cackling lifts us all up. Gravy still around the corners of our mouths, we move to the front door
to see the old gum laying across the drive, and we see the old girl barking like hell as she hightails it to nowhere. Bloody hell, the old man barks right back.
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Five Hours South

Juliette Salom

Coming home for the holidays smells like smoked ham going cold at the lunch table and smoked
gum trees growing flames in the bush. Between burnt soil and rubber, under fallen logs and
ferocious winds, Christmas Day becomes a search for the one thing our parents can’t afford to
lose any further. Lost children and lost homes, lost countries and lost lives, ham goes cold while
dogs are hunted; Christmas is once again overwhelmed by the smell of death singing its way
through the bush, through our home. But the buds buried under the eucalyptus tree that lays
across our driveway will regrow. We can’t see them yet, but in a month, in six, or another
Christmas from now, the buds will sprout once we’ve given them enough time.
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Eco-cistern | Dave Clark

Our town has one hundred years

of ground water left in supply

Handful of generations

‘til remote life vanishes up

The scantiest of resources

in much need of re-sourcing

We’ve twisted taps and dams to depletion

wrung ‘em desert-dry

No fixation on reciprocity

just use and abuse

Plundered the eco-cistern

marooned in powdery lagoons

What we have is not a given

what we have may not abide

We lament our stark position

and riot at wastefulness

Fight for enduring channels

a region’s lifeblood is at stake

We cut a hole in window screening
The waters grey gushed into tub

then shoved a hose on through
collected from every load

Two pails clutched in quavered hands haul spilled on thirsting Saltbush

Ten thousand litres captured
Irrigate the bougainvillea
Damp the parched ochre soil

It feels a feeble start

re-assigned to showered duties
soak the roots of Mallee
bathe the feet of River Reds

a globule in disappearing seas

Filled zero point four percent

of an Olympic swimming pool

Step one of longer striding

our struggle and town cannot end
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Rowing with the Wind (1988) | Nick van Buuren

This is not a poem about Lord Byron,
not a poem about the Shelleys, Godwin, or Claire.
Let them and the odes stay famously dead; all we
need is pistol shot through a coin, the mistress’ eye;
four funerals and two poets wed; the bear
and the giraffe, Hugh Grant with George Gordon’s hard on.
Boatswain is dead, his dog hole carved out at Newstead.
But here’s a dog in the Alps’ shadows, lapping his
very image from the lake. Beauty. Vanity?
Byron wrote the verse; Hugh eulogised solemnity;
Shelley and the servant dug the hole where it is,
each mourning balloon that went up we filled with lead.
Polidori is dead, his hole a plaque on the wall;
too drunk a surgeon, too prone a poet to duels,
his London rest better hanged from the dog’s collar.
He who dared play billiards with Mary’s Vampyre.
He who played Byron without any of Hugh’s cool.
He could only do three things and none of them well.
Little William is dead, damn malaria, he drowned.
Not in Rome but Venice—Uncle Byron’s new home,
where paper boats call us out to the old canals,
forgotten water; where Mary rips from annals
the monster and Shelley won’t swim. Hugh’s hair has grown.
At Will’s hole, Allegra only sleepwalks and frowns.
Shelley is dead; he’s burning up on the beach.
Still he couldn’t swim or punctuate poems without
putting pistol to temple and waiting for grace
to save him; from Ariel and tyrants, the ghost face
of Mary at the eyeglass’ far end each night.
Hugh’s dug enough holes. Tomorrow, he swims for Greece.
This poem is about the good air in Geneva.
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Extreme Measures (1996) | Nick van Buuren

It’s New York!
not Vancouver
but in B-Grade America it don’t matter
there’s no difference
between evil hospitals
and underfunded hospitals the first being
clean on a fifth floor uptown not underground
loosing bodies like the second
it’s a repair shop!
not Grey’s Anatomy
reggae will always play to the chime
of uninsured
gunshot wounds
and Dr. Hugh will stay brilliant
although as inept at basketball as he is
with the basic principles of privatised
healthcare
see, it’s the choices
that stump him:
between scrubs and classic cut Levis
the junkie shot by a cop or the junkie-shot cop
it’s good doc bad doc good cop
all over again
no one is God
but behind every man running naked
from the alley speaking tongues
are five lanes of yellow cabs
and good old fashioned crazy
and behind that are the conspiracy theories
that sound a little druggy
and behind that are the explanations
that only the mole men believe
and behind that are the reasons
man
everyone has a sick kid
everyone went about a good thing
everyone went about it a bad way
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On the Shore of Dreams | Edward Lee
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When the War is Over | Ion Corcos
He sits in dim yellow light at the kitchen table,
a pen in an unresolved hand, a piece of paper,
the words ‘when this is over’ scrawled
at the top of the page. The Tao Te Ching, Himalayan salt
and a glass of rice wine occupy an unsteady chair,
the flashing fluorescence of the midnight street
an obstinate refusal. He never does finish the letter;
instead, he draws a square with a lopsided octagon
in the centre, sketches an irregular blue coppice,
and, finally, a house crow—long thick bill, slender legs,
scrutinising eyes—sitting atop the uppermost line
as if it is on the unlawful roof of a tall building.
He had seen the corvid elsewhere, once, a long time ago,
stare at the sky, then, one foot over the edge, drop,
let loose its iridescent wings, before swerving off,
boldly, into the luminous morning sky.
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Our Contributors
Dave Clark is a writer-poet with CFS who lives and breathes in Mparntwe (Alice Springs). He
works as a counsellor and enjoys reading, photography, and giving voice to quieter stories.
His works have been published in Mascara, Imprint, Pure Slush Books, Adelaide Lit, Quillopia, Slippage
Lit, Melbourne Culture Corner, and Right Now.
Follow on Twitter: @DaveClarkWriter.
Ion Corcos was born in Sydney, Australia in 1969. He has been published in Cordite, Meanjin,
Wild Court, The Sunlight Press, and other journals. Ion is a nature lover and a supporter of animal
rights. He is the author of A Spoon of Honey (Flutter Press, 2018).
Jo Curtain is a poet and short story writer living on Wadawurrung land in Torquay Victoria. She
is a creative writing student at Deakin University. She is editor of Anomaly Street: poetry with a
difference publication, Geelong Writers (launching 2022). She won 1st prize in the Geelong
Writers Finest 500 Writing competition, 2021. Read her work in Geelong Writers anthologies,
Coffee House Writers, Sour Cherry Mag, Blue Daisies Journal, and elsewhere. Find Jo on Instagram:
@bertielikestowrite.
Jacob Edwards hails from Brisbane, Australia. When not indulging his love of 80s synth-pop he
may be found online at www.jacobedwards.id.au or tweeting @ToastyVogon. Jacob’s monograph
on The Romans (that jolly old Doctor Who story) is available from Obverse Books.
Jay Kennedy is a Melbourne based illustrator who enjoys creating cartoony, stylised drawings
that often have a central character focus. He has had the opportunity to provide artwork for
children’s books, comic anthologies, corporate events as well as government initiatives. Jay’s art
takes inspiration from the people around him while incorporating elements of cartoon to make
the design more fun and fantasy driven. Most of his art is created digitally on an iPad, which
allows for greater freedom in adjusting the composition and colours used in each piece. My art
is often displayed on my Instagram: @jk_inc.
A note from Jay:

My goal with this piece was to capture the allure of diving and contrast that with the
darkness of the ocean. The ocean is largely unexplored and creatures like the giant squid
wait in the shadows for unsuspecting divers.
Giant squids are often perceived as terrifying creatures and I’ve tried to show this
through scale and darkness. I’ve used vertical lines to encourage the sense of depth as
the diver swims deeper. Heavy inks emphasise the fear of the unknown that is often
attributed with the dark, unexplored areas of ocean.
The lighting focuses on the diver, who is unaware of the dangers they’re swimming
into. The squid becomes the secondary focus as the viewer’s eyes adjust; they realise the
gravity of the situation, seeing how close the diver is to encountering the squid.
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The name of the piece, ‘Squid Game’, is both a tongue-in-cheek reference to the popular
television show as well as a direct description of the squid’s game with the diver.
Edward Lee is an artist and writer from Ireland. His paintings and photography have been
exhibited widely, while his poetry, short stories, non-fiction have been published in magazines in
Ireland, England, and America, including The Stinging Fly, Skylight 47, Acumen, and Smiths Knoll.
He is currently working on two photography collections: “Lying Down With The Dead” and
“There Is A Beauty In Broken Things”.
He also makes musical noise under the names Ayahuasca Collective, Orson Carroll, Lego Figures
Fighting, and Pale Blond Boy.
His blog/website can be found at https://edwardmlee.wordpress.com.
Scott-Patrick Mitchell is a non-binary poet based in Boorloo/Perth. Their first full-length
collection, Clean (Upswell, 2022), explores addiction, recovery and what it means to find your
way back home.
@spmpoet on Instagram, Twitter and TikTok.
A note from Scott-Patrick:

I dream about the beach more than I actually visit it. In these dreams I am often
accompanied by a dog, even though I don’t own one. This poem is written from
dreamscape and memory, visualising my place on the sand, in the liminal space between
land and sea, sleep and wake. I’ve been writing more and more about the ocean, about
the beach (another [poem] is forthcoming in Wonderground). It’s a fascinating space and I
love how it calls to me. Where I live, two suburbs away from The Indian Ocean, there are
days when the air is thick with salt.
Sam Morley is a poet whose work has been published, or will be soon published, by a number
of journals including Cordite, Red Room Poetry, Canberra Times, The Australian, Overland, Westerly,
Southerly, Plumwood Mountain, Takahe (NZ), and Antipodes (US), and has appeared on noted
shortlists including the ACU Poetry Prize. His debut collection, Earshot, is due in August 2022
through Puncher and Wattmann. He lives in Melbourne.
Juliette Salom (she/her) is a writer from Naarm/Melbourne currently studying Creative Writing
at RMIT University. Her writing has been published in Bowen Street Press and Catalyst Magazine,
and she is also a frequent contributor to Ramona Magazine.
Nick van Buuren is a writer, poet, and editor working from Meanjin/Brisbane. He has
performed with the Queensland Poetry Festival since 2017; published poetry in Australian Poetry
Journal, Going Down Swinging, and Voiceworks; and is the co-founder of the darling but now
deceased literary zine The Tundish Review. More of his work and writing news can be found at
nickvanbuuren.com.
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A note from Nick:

“Rowing with the Wind (1988)” and “Extreme Measures (1996)” are two of a larger
collection of poems responding to the various films of British Romantic Comedy icon
Hugh Grant. As such, they evidence a “deep dive” into Grant’s filmography and are the
strange pearls and dark treasures that lurk in the depths of nearly forgotten content.
Miriam Webster is a student of creative writing living in Naarm/Melbourne. She writes about
women, ecology, the places we inhabit, the lovers we keep, and the sometimes unbearable
torment of living. You can read her work in places like Aniko, Grattan Street Press, Sticky Fingers
Publishing, and Island.
Rae White is a non-binary transgender writer, educator and zine maker. Their poetry collection
Milk Teeth (University of Queensland Press) won 2017 Arts Queensland Thomas Shapcott
Poetry Prize, was shortlisted for 2019 Victorian Premier’s Literary Awards and commended in
the 2018 Anne Elder Award. Rae’s second poetry collection Exactly As I Am will be published
by UQP in July 2022. Rae is the editor of #EnbyLife, a journal for non-binary and gender diverse
creatives. They are the Events and Marketing Manager at Queensland Poetry.
A note from Rae:

This is a recent poem, written during a workshop with Eileen Myles. As I sat and wrote, I
watched the flood water rise behind my house.
Cynthia Yatchman is a Seattle based artist and art instructor. A former ceramicist, she received
her B.F.A. in painting (UW). She switched from 3D to 2D and has remained there ever since. She
works primarily on paintings, prints, and collages. Her art is housed in numerous public and
private collections. She has exhibited on both coasts, extensively in the Northwest, including
shows at Seattle University, SPU, Shoreline Community College, the Tacoma and Seattle
Convention Centers and the Pacific Science Center.
A note from Cynthia:

I primarily use acrylic paint, latex paints, inks, papers and charcoal. My images contain
many diverse layers of meaning, from the universal to the specific and personal. Many of
my works are abstract. I am frequently interested in pattern and/or creating a rich
sensual surface by making layer upon layer of marks. There is often an unseen history
within these layers as images are obscured and revealed. This piece was made using
alcohol inks on Yupo Paper, which is a slick smooth non absorbent paper much like
vellum, so the inks can slide and swim over the surface.
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swim meet lit mag Issue 3

Thank you for reading our second issue. swim meet lit mag is a volunteer-run operation and relies
on the generous donations of our readers and submitters. Donate anytime on our website, or
during the submission periods by choosing the paid options provided. We will always accept free
submissions, and our publication will always be free to read. In this way—and, hopefully, in our
less formal tone—we hope to remain accessible.
Our third issue will be published sometime this winter (ideally, in July). Keep an eye out on our
social media channels or sign up to our mailing list to find out when we’re open for submissions
again.
As a thank you for supporting our publication, here’s the theme for Issue 3 in advance:
SUBMERGE. Interpret this how you will—I’m excited to see the responses!
Remember, above all, we’re just looking for work that stands out. It doesn’t have to stick to the
theme, but it has to be powerful. See our submissions page for guidelines.

Helpful links:
swim meet lit mag | Instagram | Facebook
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